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ABSTRACT

This paper estimates a nonlinear model of monetary policy reaction function by augmenting the standard Taylor rule
equation for the case of Malaysia. M\netary policy reaction function is identified by which the BNM sets the current

level ofpolicy rates after observing the current level ofoutput, inflation and exchange rate, and lags ofthesevariables
(bachuard looking). (Jsing quarterly time series data set spanningfrom 1991 to 2014, thefindings support the relevance

of Taylor rule in which the Bank Negara Malaysia (nNu) sets their policy rates based on both inflation and output
growth. In addition, the BNM has also considered the exchange rate in their reactionfunction.
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ABSTMK

Kajian ini menganggarkan model bukan linear fungsi tindak balas dasar monetari dengan menggunakan perdturan
asas Taylor bagi kes Malaysia. Fungsi tindak balas dasar monetari dikenal pasti di mana Bank Negara Malaysia (etvu)

menetapkan paras kadar polisi semasa selepas memerhatikan tahap semasa pengeluaran, infiasi dan kadar pertukaran,

dan lag pembolehubah-pembolehubah ini (bachuard looking). Menggunakan data siri masa sukuan daripada l99l-
2014, dapatan kajian menyokong dasar peraturan Taylor di mana BNM menetapkan kadar dasar mereka berdasarkan

keclua-dua pertumbuhan inflasi dan output. Di samping itu, BNM juga telah mempertimbangkan kadar pertukaran

dalam fungsi tindak balas mereka.

Kata kunci: Dasar monetari; kadctr faedah; inflasi; peraturan Taylor

INTRODUCTION

Most economists have agreed that monetary policy
has a real effect at least in the short run (Taylor 1997).

Therefore, choosing the proper operating target of
monetary policy (interest rates or monetary aggregates) is

pivotal for the monetary authority to stimulate effectively
the real sector's activity, and to maintain price stability.
Poole (1970) used a Hicksian ts-LM model to show
that interest rate targeting is superior to tnoney stock
targeting if the money market shocks (influencing the

LM curve) are relatively srnaller than the shocks arising
in the cornmodity market (influencing the rS curve).
Since the 1990s. most central banks around the world
have shifted their monetary policy stance from targeting

rnonetary aggregates towards targeting interest rates. The

main reason is the instability in the relationship between

ll.lonetary aggregates and agglegate expenditures dtte

to financial innovatior.rs. and changes in tlre pavruents

tcchntrlosl occttt.rittg in tht- 191)0s (11x111111 100()!.

The interest among economists in estimating
monetary policy reaction functions has increased
dramatically. The reaction function can be used to
evaluate the actions and policy ofcentral bank in response

to the economic environments. Therefore, testing the

monetary policy reaction function is crucial to the central
bank in understanding their behaviour of designing an

optimal policy rates. The central bank will normally
obserue their current information in terms of output gap

and inflation before deciding the optimal level of policy
rates. This policy rule was proposed by Taylor (1993)
and has been used extensively in rnodelling the central

bank monetary policy reaction function, in particular
in advanced countries like us and ur. For example,
monetary policies of the European Central Bank (rce)
ar.rd us Federal Reserve can be characterized by 'Taylor
rules' in r.vhich both ceutral banks seem to set the policy
rates by taking into accourlt the output 

-eap 
and inflation.

In s;lite of large nut.nber of studies to estintate the

lclrction lirncliorrs 1l-orrr r ariotrs cr.rrtnlries ancl srtntltle s.
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researchers have not been successful in providing an

accurate representation of the central bank behaviour.
For instance, Khoury (1990) surveys 42 such empirical
reaction functions from various studies and finds little
consistency in the significance of regressors in the

reaction functions. Judd and Rudebusch (1998) provided
several possible explanations for such inconsistency
such as the central bank's reaction function may be too

complex for a simple linear regression and changes in the

monetary policy committee over time which had different
preferences for the policy reaction function. Therefore,

nonlinear monetary reaction function may provide a more

robust policy reaction function compared to a simple
linear relationship. Many previous empirical studies have

been conducted to test the validity ofthe Taylor rule, for
example, Castro (2008) in United Kingdom, Molotsova
et al. (2008) in German and Ncube and^Tshuma (2010)
in South Africa. The results have not yet come to an

agreement about one robust long run relationship between
inflation, nominal interest rates and output gap. Previous
studies have shown that the outcomes were very sensitive
to the sample used (country selected), period of study

as well as the methodology. Furtheflnore, many studies
(for instance Gerlach & Schnabel 2000, Woodford 2001,

Smets 2002 and Orphanides 2003) assumed a linearity
of monetary policy reaction function which is quite
unrealistic assumption. This is because the monetary
policy reaction function may be too complex to be

sufficiently captured by a simple linear regression as

the central bank may react differently towards different
economic environment. Any studies on monetary policy
reaction function will not be able to precisely represent

the accurate form of policy reaction function. Leeper
and Zha (2002) for instance, believe that a modest
policy intervention, i.e., any changes in policy does not
significantly shift agents'beliefs about policy regime and

does not generate quantitatively important expectation
is better in explaining policy reaction function. For
example, whenever the central bank adjusts their shcrt-
term interest rate, they may react aggressively to the

movement in interest rate if the current inflation is

sufficiently above the stabilizing inflation rate. On the

other hand, the short-term interest rate adjustrnent may
be passive whenever the current inflation rate is around
the targeted level. This will result in a non-linearity of
the monetary policy.

ln the Malaysian context, existing study relating to

the Taylo.r rule and monetary policy reaction function
are still lirnited in the literatr-rre. Pei-Tha and Krvek
(2010), Urnezaki (2001) and Ramayandi (2007) found
that Malaysia lnonetary policy tbllorvs the Taylor Rule

with inflation and output gap as the determinant of policy
reaction function. Furthen.nole. Pei-Tha and Kwek
(2010) conducted a Structural veR and Impulse Response

Fr-rnction analysis and found that the BNNI polic), rates

responcl to the sl.rock fi'on.r inllation laster thar.r the shock
liorl tlic ()utpu1 glll. For eruuri'rlc. Ilitttl. Ne sllir l\ lllavsilr
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(nNllt) respond to the shock tiom inflation immediately
after the first qr:arter while eNi\4 only respond to the

shock from outpLrt gap at the third quarter. Another
study for example Karim and Karim (2014), aod Zatdi
and Fisher (2010) havc considered monetary poli9V
reaction in Malaysia using a structural vaR modef in
an open-economy setting. They have included some

foreign variables for example foreign monetaly policy,
foreign income, and oil prices in identifying monetary
policy reaction function. Umezaki (2007) also studied
the Taylor rule equation using Generahzed Methods of
Moments. The paper furlher tests the equation by using

different proxy for exchange rate and found that the eNN4's

monetary policy reaction function also respond to the

change in exchange rate and is best explained using real

effective exchange rate.

An interesting study by Islam (2011) has estimated
a linear Taylor rule for the case of Malaysia and found
that BNM did not comply with the Taylor rule and
the coefficients obtained were far from the expected
value. Consequently, the author showed that using a

counterfactual historical simulation, if sNI\,{ had been
using the Taylor rule as the monetary policy reaction
function, there would be a lower social cost to the
economy and Malaysia would have a better overall
macroeconomic performance. - Compared to previous
studies in Malaysia, Pei-Tha and Han (2009) have
estimated monetary policy reaction function differently
by using lslamic interbank rate rather than the usual
interest rate or the profit sharing ratio. They concluded
that the Taylor rule using the Islamic interbank rate is
superior and predicts the economy without riba better.

Thus, the main question is how does the BNM set their
policy rates? Does the standard monetary policy reaction
function, namely the Taylor rule really exist? Answering
this two questions are pivotal for the BNM in designing
their optimal policy rules in order to achieve the goal of
price stability, and to sustain a long run economic growth.

The motivation of this study can be justified as

follows. From the Malaysia's experience, the gNI\4 has

switched the monetary policy strategy from monetary
targeting towards interest rate targeting in November
1995. Since then, monetary policy has been operating
throtrgh short-term interest rates to attain the ultimate
target that is a sustainable long-run economic growth,
accompanied with price and financial stability. Duling
the interest rate targeting, monetary policy in Malaysia
can be categorized into three main evolutions. Firstly,
fi'om November 1995 up to September 1998, the BNHa has

intloduced a new Base Lending Rate (eln) fi-amework,
rvhich takes into account the 3-month interbank rate in
the st-R formula. Secondly. since Septernber 1998, the

BNIvt has employed interest rate targeting with a fixed
exchange rate. and urodified the st-R framer,l,ork taking
ilrt() account the lnterr errtion Rilte in the deteirrrirtalioD
ol LlrR fbrrnula. At the sanre tirne. clue to tlre currencv
crisis thlt occrrrlc-rl in thc ['.lrst.\sirrr rcLrion. lhc l]Ni\l
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irnplernented capital controls to stabilize the economy.
Thirdly, since April 2004,the BNM has introduced a new
interest rates framework, the Ovemight Policy Rate (orn)
to signal the monetary policy stance. During this period,
the BNM has gradually liberalized capital control, and has
eliminated the pegging with the US dollar since July 2005.
The eNu\4 believes that a change in the interest rates has
a predominant effect on the domestic economy through
monetary policy channel. Therefore, understanding how
the BNM set its policy interest rates is very imperative
for designing the optimal policy rates. This is due to the
fact the BNM normally observes some macroeconomics
indicators for example the current level of output gap
and inflation in deciding the current level ofpolicy rates.

This paper differs from the previous studies in
few aspects. Firstly, this paper is the first to test the
Taylor rule with non-linear paramoters in Malaysia.
Previous studies used various methods ranging from
Ordinary Least Squares (Islam 2011), Structural vAR
(Pei-Tha and Kwek 2010) and Generalized Methods of
Moments (Ramayandi 2007 and Umezaki 2007). The
non-linear parameter method is used compared to the
other methods as monetary policy reaction function may
be too complex to be sufficiently captured by a simple
linear regression. Thus, the generalized fom ofTaylor
rule may be a better device for the BNM to capture the
key elements of policy in a variety of policy regimes.
Secondly, although Judd and Rudebusch (1998) did not
include exchange rate as a variable, this paper includes the
exchange rate as a variable since Malaysia is considered
a small open economy. Any change in the exchange rate
will affect Malaysia's economic condition and as such,
following Pei-Tha and Kwek (2010), Umezaki (200j)
and Ramayandi (2001), the exchange rate is seen as an
important variable to be included in the equation. Bank
Negara Malaysia (1998) mentions the aim of the interest
rate policy is "to balance the need to maintain price
stability and a stable exchange rate while ensuring that
productive activity is not undermined". Hence it reflects
the imporlance of exchange rate in their monetary policy.

The plan of the paper is as follows. Section 2 explains
model specification and the econometric model. The
result of the empirical estimation is illustrated in section
3. Finally, section 4 concludes the paper.

MODEL SPECIFICATION AND ESTIMATION
PROCEDURE

NON.LINEAR ESTIMATION OF THE-IAYLOR RULE
REACTION FUNC-IION

Based on the Taylor's (1993) original work. the central
bank targets the nominal interest rate" which is proxied by
federal fund rate (r,). The central bank targets its inter.est
rate as a firnctior.r of the equilibriutrt real interest rate (r.)).
the current inflation rate (;r,), the percentaue cler ialion o1-

tlrc rcal ( it)1, 111)llt arr cstintirlc of its ltotentilrl Ici cl ( r ) trnrl

Et i clenc'e.f)'om Malats itt

the deviation of actual inflation t}om the rate of inflation
targeted by the central bank (n-). In fr-rnctional fonn, the
Taylor rrrle is given by:

i,: n,* r.,* 0.5y,+ 0.5(.T,- i) . (3)

where v, : 100 (Y-Y*)/Y* with Y is the real Gop ana y-
is the last period real GDp. Taylor did not estimate this
equation econometrically. However, he assumed that
the weights on deviation of the real Gop and inflation
from their potential level were both equal to 0.5. The
intuition behind this monetary rule is straightforward.
If the output gap is positive, it means GDp exceeds its
potential level under full employment and this will put an
upward pressure on wages and prices. In order to reduce
the inflation pressure, the central bank will increase the
targeted level ofinterest rates. In contrast, ifthe Cor gap
is negative, the central bank will lower its targeted level
of interest rate. Likewise, if inflation is greater than the
targeted level, the central bank will increase the interest
rate.

Judd and Rudebusch (1998) examined the altematives
to Taylor's simple specification by estimating the reaction
function weights econometrically rather than simply
choosing parameters equal to 0.5 as what Taylor did.
They considered the dlmamic specification in estimating
reaction function base on the Taylor rule. In the
specification, they replaced equation (3) with:

ii : r, + r., + ),(zr, - i) + )y,t ).y, , (4)

where i) is the recommended interest rate that can be
achieved through gradual adjustment. Equation (4)
includes an additional lagged gap term along with the
contemporaneous gap. This general specification would
allow the central bank to respond to different variables
proposed as effective monetary policy targets, including
inflation, nominal cor growth as well as both inflation
and the GDp gap in level form.

The central bank may not be able to immediately
reach its targeted level of interest rate. Now by taking into
account the dynamics of adjustment of the actual level of
interest rate, assume that the central bank's adjustment
mechanism is:

Li,: (ii i, ,) * pLi,-, (5)

where y is the speed of adjustment in the interest rate at
time I andp reflects the persistence of the monetary policy
that the cent,'al bank lollows. After subsrituring equation
(4) into equation (5), the following equation is obtained:

Li,: 1tv, + 1,r: + )il-tlr,- )')tlr. * y),_t,, , *
)')rt:, r-1,i, r* pA,i,, (6)

rvhich can be sitnplified as:

Li,: ',,(r* - )ir-) + )q,(1 + )) + ),).i,+

lL.,.r', r- i,i, ,i pLi, t 0)
J)cttotc rr r l,z'. then

2t
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Li,: Ya - ),i,-r * )tlr,(1 + ir) + y)rv,+

y).y, ,ipLi,, (8)

By adding an error term, Equation (8) can also be
written in econometric form, which is as follows:
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Based on all the parameters we can proceed with the
hypothesis testing to examine the behaviour of the central
bank. There are three possibilities about how the central
bank sets its interest rate targeting. First. the central bank
might respond by setting the interest rate according.to
the inflation alone (as in Meltzer l987,Clarida, Gali hnd
Gertler 1 998 and Judd and Rudenbusch 1998), which is
Ho: ,lr: ):: )c:0. Second if the central bank changes
the interest rate based on the nominal output growth (as

in McCallum 1981 and McCallum and Nelson 1999),
the null hypothesis Ho: ,i,: lr: -)r, cannot be rejected.
Finally if the Central bank reacts to inflation and output
gap (as in Taylor 1993), the null hypothesis Ho: 2,:,i, :
,i: : 0 will be rejected.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA

This study has employed quarterly frequency data for
the period spanning from 1990 to 2014. The three-
month Treasury bill is used as the nominal interest rate
for the Taylor model (we confirmed in the Appendix
(Figure l) that the three month Treasury Bill move
closely with the other benchmark interest rates ). The
real effective exchange rate is used as the proxy for the
exchange rate. All the quarterly time series data for Gross
Domestic Product (cor), Consumer Price Index (crt),
three-month Treasury bill and the exchange rate were
obtained from the International Financial Statistics by
the International Monetary Fund (rrvlr). However, there
is no data available for estimated output gap in Malaysia.
Therefore, the potential cDp was estimated by applying a

Hodrick-Prescott (1997) filter to the Malaysia's real GDp

series. This technique was used by Taylor to estimate the
potential cor in his empirical studies ofthe monetary rule
in u.s. This technique can generate a smooth estimate of
the long-term trend component in a GDp series and can
be used as a potential cor.

RESULTS

In this subsection, we discuss the results obtained for
nonlinear estimation of specifications A and B, which
appear in previous equations (9) and (12) respectively.
Table I summarizes the results for Taylor reaction
function using different altemative specifications, namely
specification A and specification B. The parameters,l,,,l.,
i. and )rrespectively represent the reaction coefficient
on inflation, GDp gap, lagged GDp gap and the exchange
rate. o and y are constants and significantly different fi'orn
zero for both specifications. The reaction coefficient on
inflation, ,i, is significant at 1 percent significant level
with a negative coefficient of 0.79. This coefficient is

relatively small cornpared to the findings by Taylor ( 1993,
1999) u'here tl.re coefficient on inflation u,as equal to I .5

fclr U S. Hovu'ever the estintatecl rveights on the GDI, gap
atttl ott the lauged (il)t) sltI il]r- not sisnificant lirl lroth

Li,: fiu priur-t B1t,

B'L'i' 
' 
+ 6'

where: 0o= ^la: y(r. - )ri
Br: I
f,: y(l + i): llt(l
h: fiz: f Jz
llo: fi.: f '),fs: P

+ By,+ Pg,,+

)

+,f,)

(e)

Equation (9) is named as specification B in this study
or so called Judd and Rudebusch's model that will be
estimated.

Unlike Judd and Rudebusch (1998), we take a step
further by considering an open economy version of the
Taylor rule. Denoting E, as the percentage change in the
exchange rate and substituting this variable into equation
(4), equation (10) is obtained:

i.,: r,+ r.,+ )r(r,- i) + )y,* iy, ,* AoE, (10)

Again substituting equation (10) into equation (5),
the following equation is obtained:

Li,: ya- Ti,_r * y(7 + Ar)r,+ yAg,+

Tlz!,-t + yi^E,* pLi,-, (ll)
By adding an elror term, Equation (11) can also be

written in econometric model form, which is as follows:

Li,: fr- p,i,-, t Brr,+ frJ,+ 00y, , I

BrE,* P,Y,-r+ s, (12)

where: f o: Ta: y(r" - ),,i)
f':T
f ,- y(l + i): llt\ + 

^)0r: Tlz: lliz
fro--ilt: ltJt
frs: il.: llio
fro: P

Equation (12) is the econometric rnodel to be estimated
and is named as specification A. Hence, in this study, two
model specifications of the Taylor rule are considered
namely specification A and B. Since these reduced
specifications are now restricted and nonlinear in
parameters, we estimate equations (9) and (12) using
nonlinear least square (to estitnate these nonlinear
models, we simply enter the nonlinear formula as in
(9) and (12) and Eviews rvill autornatically detect the
nonlinearity and estimate the rnodel using nonlinear
least square). Tlris ntethod can estimate the parameters

of reaction firnctron separately as thev appear in eqtrlrtion
(9)and(ll).
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the specifications. These finding are different from the
past literatures, for instances Judd Rudebusch (1998),
Rudebusch and Svensson (1999) and Taylor (1993,
1999) where the output gap is found to be important rn

determining how the central bank changes the interest
rate.

Comparing with the past studies for Malaysia, this
result is in line w'ith studies by Pei-Tha and Kwek (2010),

Umezaki (2001) and Ramayandi (2007) but is different
from Islam (20 I 1 ) who found no significant relationship
between inflation and interest rate. The difference
between our paper, Pei-Tha and Kwek (2010), Umezaki
(2001) and Ramayandi (2007) and the one conducted
by Islam (2011) is the inclusion of exchange rate as a
variable in the Taylor equation. As Malaysia is a small
open economy, the central bank takes into account the

change in exchange rate as a factor for policy decision.
As such, exchange rate plays a crucial role in the Taylor
equation for the case of Malaysia.

It can also be seen that the exchange rate is important
in determining the interest rate, targeted by the central
bank. Thus, we can conclude that the specification 'A'
with the exchange rate performs better than the other
specifications and can be regarded as the best reaction
function model. In addition, the coefficient on the
lagged interest rate Qt), which is a measure of the speed
of adjustment of the interest rate to its targeted level, is
not statistically significant for both specifications. The
R2 is very low for both the specifications with less than
20 percent variation in the dependent variable being
explained by the independent variables in the model.

The main question of this study on the Taylor
reaction function is to examine the benchmark variables
that will enable the central bank to determine the interest
rate. The first hypothesis is to test whether the central
bank reacts based on inflation alone t (Ho: ,1, : i:: )q
:0) cannot be rejected, suggesting that the inflation is
the only variable that determines the policy rate. The
same goes for the nominal output growth, where the
hypothesis testing is not significant, only for specification
B. Therefore the central bank does not set its interest
rate based on the nominal output growth. However for
the hypothesis whether the central bank detennines the
interest rate on the basis ofboth the inflation and output
gap, only specification A is significantly different from
zero while specification B is not significant. Therefore, for
specification A (i.e., specification model with exchange
rate) the central bank responds on the basis ofboth the

inflation and output gap. This finding is similar to the
results found by Taylor (1993).

To check for the robustness ofthe estirnation. rve have

done several diagnostic tests. As summarized in Table l,
the diagnostic test shows that the residuals of the models
are nonnally distributed and there is no RRclt effect.
Horvever the residr.rals have serial corlelation. Although
the serial correlatior.r l.ras problern rvith efficiencr'. i e..

stanilarcl elror-s rr ill lrc snraller ()l- sreillL-r lllur trur'

Et, i tl en ce /rom Mu lays i u

standard errors. the results ol nonlinear estimators are

still unbiased or consistent. This is because the financial
data is sensitive to the econornic environrnent and hence
the residuals tend to be corelated. ln addition, we also
estimate nonlinear monetary reaction function uging
other measurement or proxy for policy variable. Using 3

months interbank rate, we find that the coefficient signs
and significance are not changing although there are
slight changes in the size of coefficients (see Table Al in
Appendix). Furthermore, the implications on hypothesis
testing also remain unchanged. Therefore, we can
conclude that the previous results (in Table 1) are robust
with respect to the measurement of policy variable used
in the estimation. Perhaps, the reason is due to the fact
that there is a direct and consistent movement between
interbank rates and 3 month Treasury bill (see Figure 1

in the Appendix). We have also retested the model by
considering the period ofinterest rates targeting regime,
i.e. mid 1995. The results can be seen in the Appendix
section, in Table A2. Again, the coeffrcient signs and
significance of all variables remain unchanged although
there are slight changes in the size of coefficient. In
addition, the implications on hypothesis testing show
consistent results with previous estimation that includes
1990-2014 as sample period. This result suggests that the
previous results (in Table 1) are robust with respect to the
sample period covered in the estimation.

CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS

This study has examined the empirical validify of the
Taylor reaction function for Malaysia using quarterly data
from 1990 to 2074.In Malaysia, the interest rate targeting
has been implemented to formulate the monetary policy
and hence it is crucial to determine the factors that
would affect the policy rate. The Taylor reaction function
has been investigated using the nonlinear regression
techniques for different alternative specifications. Since
the exchange rate is significant in determining the policy
rate, the specification that includes the exchange rate is
the best r:nodel to reflect the monetary policy reaction
function in Malaysia. The findings show that only
inflation affect the policy rate while output gap is not an

important variable in the detennination of the policy rate.
Using the Wald test to test the hypothesis, we found that
the central bank sets its interest rate based on inflation
alone or both inflation and output gap. However, the
central bank does not set its interest rate according to
norninal output growth. For the policy implication, this
study helps various industries particularly the financial
indr-rstries to better predict how central banks react to
changes in econornic well-being. Thus. it can provide
a basis fbr forecasting the policy rate (i.e.,.short tem
interest rates) ar.rd for evah-rating tlie efl-ect of other policy
actior.rs such as fiscal policv as u,ell as econon'ric shocks.
'I-his 

1-rirpt'r susgcsls that thc centlal barrli o1- Nllrlar'-sia
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TABLE l. Taylor Rule Reaction Functions - Alternative Speciflcations

Speciflcation A Specification B
Parctmeters.

l3

)"4

),1

12

R2

Adjusted R2

Diagnostic Testing:

Serial Correlation LM Test

Ho: No serial coryelation

Jarque-B era Normality Tes t
Ho: Normal

ARCH kst
Ho: No ARCH

Hypothesis Testing (Wald Test) F-Statistic
The central bank responQs based on:

Inflation alone
Ho: ).,= )".: tro:g

Nominal Output Growth
Ho: 7r= lr= -tr.'
Both Infiation and Outpui Gap
Ho: )t = )"r: )'r- 0

0.t623*
(3.0s2s)

-8.2121**
(-2.3368)

-0.7900*
(-2.66e1)

0.1826
(r.s44t)

0.0284
(0.27es)

0. I 097*
(3.066e)

-0.0537

(-0.5121)

0.1 709

0.1117

0.6321

[0.5341]

2.8846

10.2364)

0.1459

[0.7034]

3.7454**

[0.0141]

4.0827**

[0.0203]

2.732163*

[0.0488]

0.0907***
(1.e344)

2.7421
( l . s766)

-0.7483
(-1.2442)

0.4078
(1.3713)

0.0207
(0.0ee0)

-0.0771
(-0.71ee)

0.1 1 50

0.0630

1.0227

[0.3641]

2.8846

[0.2364]

1.7446

[0.1e00]

1.0215

10.3644)

1.2053

[0.3047]

0.849696

[0.4706)
*, **, *** : Significant at lo/o,sYo and l0%,

The number in ( ) and [ ] indicates the t-statistic and the probability respectively

dampens inflationary pressure by changing its policy rate.
The central bank follows the Taylor rule in formulating
interest rates targeting to achieve the inflation target (price
stability) and both inflation and output gap.
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APPENDIX

TABLE A l. Taylor Rule Reaction Functions Using Interbank Rate as the Policy Rate

Specification A Specification B

Parameters:

72

)",

7o

)"1

R2

Adjusted R'?

Diagnostic Tbsting:

Serial Coruelation LM Test

Ho: No serial corelation

Jarque-B era Normality Tes t
Ho: Normal

ARCH Test

Ho: No ARCH

Hypothesis Testing (Wald ksr) F-Statistic
The central bankresponds based on:

Infiation alone
Ho: ),r: 1,.= 7o: g

Nominal Output Growth
Ho: ),r: ),r: )..

Botlt Infiation and Output Gap
Ho: ).,: ),r= 1.= g

0.7237**
(2.3e76)

-10.1527***
(-1.8e7e)

-1.3067**
(-2.58ee)

0. I 053
(0.7761)

0. I 838
(1.2093)

0.1444**
(2.5028)

0.1285
(1.278e)

0.2129

0.1482

2.6614

[0.0768]

112.2646*

[0.0000]

5.3393

[0.0235]

0.0560
(1.2181)

6.4215
(1.4e78)

-2.0477

{-1.2776)

0.3423
(0.8,148)

0.36s3
(0.8402)

1.8686
(0.8636)

0.1418

0.0838

2.2103**t6

[0.oe4l]
3.4031**

[0.0386]

2.3361**'k

[0.0808]

7.5055

[0.001r]

55.7313*

[0.0000]

1.8217

[0.r8lr]

0.4481

10.71e41

0:8354

[0.4378]

0.5601

[0.6430]
+ +* **+ - Significant at l%', 5o/, and l0%o

The number in ( ) and [ ] indicates tlle t-stotistic and tlrc probability respectivebt.

TABLE 42. Taylor Rule Reaction Functions - Period after Interest Rate Targeting (1995-2014)

Specification A Specification B

Parameters.

0.1816*
(3. l 075)

- I 0.3402**
(-2.6125)

-0.734.1*
( -2.8()67 )

0.0831***
(1.6861)

2.9229*.*'t
( r .7340)

-0.894 I

(- | .4201)
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).

).,

R2

AdjustedP

Diagnostic Tbsting:

Serial Correlation LM Test

Ho: No serial correlation

Jarqu e- B er a Normality Tes t
Ho: Normal

ARCH kst
Ho: No ARCH

Hypothesis Testing (Wald ksl F-Statistic
The central bank responds based on:

Infiation alone
Ho: )"r= 7r= 7o:0

Nominal Output Growth
Ho: 7t: ),r: -1,
Both Inflation and Output Gap

Ho: 7, = )"r- 7r= g

0.1040
( l .081 1)

0.0324
(0.340s)

0. l30l *

(3.27e7)

-0.1 636
(-l.4e61)

0.2081

0.1392

0.7437

10.47e21

t994.183*

[0.0000]

0.0008

10.e76e1

0.3020
( l .13 l0)

0.0829
(0.3704)

-a.1562
(-1.3617)

0.1159

0.0528

2.148s

[0.r24s)
926.3424*

[0.0000]

0.8024

10.37331

3.9225**

[0.0120]

4.4145**

[0.0157]

2.9436**

[0.03e0]

0.9486

[0.4220)

1.2717

[0.2867]

0.8631

10.464s)
* ** *** = Significant at 1%, 5% and 10%
The number in ( ) and [ ] indicates the t-statistic and the probability respectively.
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FIGURE l. Trend of Various Measurements for Short Term Policy Rates

Source: Irrternational Finarrcial Statistics. IMF


